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1. Introduction. In 1956 D. R. Hughes [2] conjectured that if G
is any group, p any prime, and if HP(G) denotes the subgroup of G

generated by the elements of order different from p, then HP(G) = 1,

or HP(G) =G, or [G: 77P(G)] = p. It has recently been shown that this

conjecture is false. The counterexample constructed by G. E. Wall

[6] is a finite 5-group G such that [G: 776(G)] =25. However, for the

following classes of groups the 77p-conjecture is known to be true:

regular p-groups,

p = 2 (Hughes [2]),

p = 3 (Straus-Szekeres [5]),

finite groups which are not p-groups (Hughes-Thompson [3]),

finite p-groups of class at most p (Zappa [7]).

In this paper we show that the 77p-conjecture is true for finite met-

abelian p-groups and finite p-groups with cyclic factors in the lower

central series.

2. Definitions and notation.

[y, x] = y-xx-lyx,        [y, 0x] = y,        [y, i+1x] = [[y, ,x], x],

b, iX, A = [[y, íx], yz].

[.4, B] =subgroup generated by all [a, b] with aEA and 5£F.

G2 = [G, G\, Gi+i= [Gi, G],
Gp = subgroup generated by all gp for g EG,

<p(G) =Frattini subgroup of G.

If G is a finite p-group, then </>(G) =G2GP.

A— F=set of all a£^4 such that a£F.

Zi(G) = center of G, Zi+1(G)/Zi(G)=Z1(G/Zi(G)).
G has class c(G) ^m if Gm+i = 1. Then G,ÇZZm+1_,(G).

G is an ECF-group if G/G2 has exponent p and G,/G1+i is cyclic.

G is metabelian if [G2, G2] = 1. For metabelian groups we write the

group operation as addition.

The following identities will be used frequently:

(1) [a, be] = [a, c] [a, b] [a, b, c],

(2) v~1av = a[a, v].

3. Lemma 1 [l, Lemma 2.9, Lemma 3.3]. Let K be an ECF-group

of class c(K)^.p-\-i.  Then K has subgroups y(K) and r¡(K) with
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[K: y(K)]= [y(K):n(K)]=p such that

Ki = ([w, i-is], Ki+i)

and

wp[w, p_ii] £ Kp+i

for all sEK-y(K) and wEy(K)—q(K).

Lemma 2. An ECF-group of exponent p has class at most p.

Proof. Suppose c(K) ^p + l. Since wp = 1 Lemma 1 gives [w, P-is]

EKp+i, hence Kp = Kp+i. But c(K)^p + l implies Kp?¿Kp+i, a con-

tradiction.

Lemma 3. If G is metabelian and re an integer, then

(3) [u, v, w] = [u, w, v]       for all v, w £ G, u £ G2,

(4) [v, nw] =   £ ( .) h>, iw],

(5) n(v — w) = nv + (      ¿_,    I ) [v, ¿w, ,v] ) — nw.
\ oo+K* \*+i+ 1/ /

Proof. Identities (3) and (4) follow immediately from (1) and (2).

To prove (5) we observe — nw-\-v — w=v-\- [v, nw] — (« + l)w and (2),

so (5) follows from (3), (4) and induction on re.

Lemma 4 [4, III. Satz]. A finite metabelian p-group G of exponent p

has class at most p. If G has two generators then c(G) Sp — \.

4. Theorem. Let G be a finite p-group with HP(G)^L Then

[G: Hp(G)} ^p if G satisfies one of the following conditions:

(a) Gi/Gi+i is cyclic for all i ^2,
(b) G is metabelian.

Proof. Assume G is of minimal order such that [G: Hp(G)]>p,

and let Ny^i be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since G is a p-

group, we have N=(z), zp = i and s£Zi(G). There is some yEHp(G)

r¿l of order greater than p; hence (yz)p¿¿ 1, yzEHp(G) and z = y_1(yz)

EHP(G). Hence any minimal normal subgroup of G is contained in

HP(G). Further G/N satisfies again conditions (a) or (b) because

GiN/Gi+iN is a homomorphic image of Gi/G,+i. Since HP(G/N)

QHP(G)/N, we have [G/N: HP(G/N)]^[G: Hp(G)]>p, and the
minimality of G implies HP(G/N) = 1. Hence G/N has exponent p,

so that GpQN. Since Gp = l implies Hp(G) = l, we have GP = N and

N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G.
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(A) Assume G satisfies (a). Then G/N is an ECF-group since it

has exponent p and satisfies (a). Lemma 2 implies c(G/N) ^p, hence

c{G)^p + i, and Zappa's result [7] gives c(G)>p. We have c(G)

= p + l, Gp+i = N and G is also an ECF-group since N has order p.

Suppose there is some wEy(G)—r¡(G) such that w£77p(G). Then

wp = l by definition of HP(G), and Lemma 1 gives [w, p-is]£Gp+i,

hence Gp = Gp+i in contradiction to c(G)=p + l. This proves 7(G)

-V(G)QHP(G). Now, if xEv(G) and y£7(G)-'?(G)ç:i7p(G), then
yxEy(G)—r¡(G)CHP(G), hence x=y~1(yx)EHp(G). This proves

7(G) = (y(G) - V(G)) U „(G) Ç 77P(G),

and [G: 77P(G)] ^ [G: 7(G)] = p contrary to the assumption

[G:7Jp(G)]>p.
(B) Assume G satisfies (b). Since G/N has exponent p, Lemma 4

gives c(G/N)-¿p, c(G)Sp-\-l- There is a subgroup U of G with

[£/: 77p (G)]=p2. The minimality of G and HP(G)=HP(U) imply

G=C/. Hence [G: 77P(G)] =p2, G2QHP(G) and G=(a, 6, 77P(G))

with ap = 6p = l. Since GP = N and A7 is the unique minimal normal

subgroup of G we see GPQG2, hence <p(G) = G2GP = G2.

(i)   [G:<A(G)]=p3.
Let c E HP(G) be an element of order greater than p, and

W=(a, b, c). Since Hp(W)QWi\Hp(G) and G=WHP(G) the iso-
morphism theorem gives

¿2 = [G: 77P(G)] = [WHP(G): HP(G)]

= [W:WC\ HP(G)] = [W: HP(W)].

The minimality of G and i^cEHp(G) imply G = W=(a, b, c), hence

[G:0(G)]^p3. Next assume [G:<p(G)]=pK Then G2=0(G) =77P(G)
and c(G/N)^p — i by Lemma 4, hence c(G)^p. This contradicts

[G: 77p(G)]>p either by Zappa's result [7] or directly as follows.

Since Gp = NÇ.Zi(G), we have 0= [w, pu]=p[w, u] for wEG and

m£G2. If wEG—Hp(G) and vEG2 = Hp(G), then v—wEG—Hp(G).
Hence pw = 0=p(v — w) and (4) gives 0=pz>-|-[zi, P_iw]. But c(G)-=p

implies G2ç:Zp_i(G), and c((w, Zp_i(G))) ^p — 1. In particular

[v, p_iwl=0 and hence pz> = 0 for all vEG2 = Hp(G), a contradiction.

(ii) G2 has exponent p, and all proper subgroups of G have class at

most p.

Let W={a, b, G2) and observe that G=WHP(G) and HP(W)

<^Wi\Hp(G). Hence

p2 = [G: 77P(G)] = [1F77P(G): 77P(G)]

= [W: Wr\Hp(G)] = [W: HP(W)].
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The minimality of G and W^G imply HP(W) = 1 and thus W and G2

have exponent p. Next let F be a maximal subgroup of G. Then

V=(u, v, 0(G)) and <p(G) =G2QZP(G) by c(G)^p + \. But

c((u,   v,   N)/N)^p — i,   by   Lemma   4,   hence   c((u,   v))^p,   and

(iii) 0=pz+ [z, P-ix]    for zEHp(G) and xEG — Hp(G).

Since z—* (£HP(G) it follows from (5) and (ii) that

0 = />2 +     X     [z.<*,;z].

We substitute nxEHP(G) for x. Since rep_1=l mod p, and c((x, z))

¿£ by (i) and (ii), we get a system of p — 1 equations for the quan-

tities (pz-\-[z, p-ix]) and [z, <*, p_i_,z] fori'<£ —1:

0 = Pz +    13   M'[2. <*> P-i-izL       re = 1, ••-,/>— 1.

The determinant det(re') is a Vandermonde determinant and det(re')

^0 mod p. Hence 0=pz-{- [z, p-ix] and 0= [z, <*, p_i_,z] for i<p — \.

(iv) 0= [m, <a, jb] for uEG2 and i+j£p — 1.

We substitute uEG2C.Hp(G) for z and na+bEG — Hp(G) for x in

(iii). Since c(G)g£ + l clearly [m, ¿a, ,ö]£Zi(G) for i+j^p — l, and

pu = 0 by (ii), hence using (1) and (3) we get from (iii)

0 = X) w*( . ) [«j ¿a> ;*]. » +j - P — 1; w = 1, •••,/>- 1.

The Vandermonde argument gives

(     .    ) [»> <»» i*] = 0

for i-\-j — p — Ii hence (iv), since

mod />.
(':>•

(v) 0 = pz for all zEHp(G), hence HP(G) =1, a contradiction.

We substitute rea+6 for x in (iii). From (iv) with u= [z, a] or

u= [z, b] we see that the terms [z, ¿a, ye] and [z, ,i>, ¿a] with i-\-j>.p

are trivial which occur if we expand [z, j,_irea+£>] according to (1).

Hence (iii) gives

0 = pz + ¿2   n*Xt,       » = 1, • •• , p - 1,
0<»<p

where
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Xi = —-Í     .    j ([z, ¡a, P-i-ib] + [z, p-i-ib, io\)       for i < p — 1,

and Xp-i= [z, p_ia] + [2, p-ib]. The Vandermonde argument gives in

particular O—pz+Xp-i. But a, è£77P(G), so (iii) shows 0=pz

+ [z, r-ia] =pz+ [z, p-ib], hence pz = 0.

Example. For regular p-groups HP(G) ^1 implies HP(G) =G. The

following example shows that conditions (a) and (b) together with

Hp(G)r¿\ do not imply HP(G) =G. Let A be an abelian group with

generators Xi, ■ ■ • , xp_i and defining relations p2xi = 0 = px2 = • • •

= pxp-i. The mapping a defined by x"=x,-|-Xi+i for lá*áp—2 and

Xp_l =xp_i —pxi preserves these relations, hence <r is an automorphism

of A. Let G be the splitting extension of A by (<r). It follows from (4)

that a has order p, and we have Gí = {xí, • ■ • , xP_i, pxi) for i"=p — \

and Gp=(pxi). In particular c(G)=p, G is metabelian and G,/G,-+i

is cyclic for all i. To prove [G:77p(G)]=p it is sufficient to show

p(a—<r) =0 for all a£^4 since^4Ç77p(G). If a=aiXi+ • ■ • -r-aP_iXp_i,

then (5) gives p(a— a) =pa+ [a, p_i<r] =p«iXi— p«iXi = 0.
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